gsm vs the fluke 87v multimeter

Dave checks out reports that the Fluke 87V Multimeter is susceptible to GSM mobile phone radiation and can be
bricked. He puts his 87V on.Great tests, at list about the Fluke we certainly know now, the guilty frequency In my hole I
have also GSM network, and as more.It is true that my first purchase of a FLUKE meter it did turn in to a mini
adventure. And I am talking about my personal discovery that the past revision of the Fluke.Forum discussion: I just
bought a fluke 87v and upon googling some reviews I came across this guy is this GSM really about? Would it
make.EEVblog # - GSM vs The Fluke 87V Multimeter The notes that led up to the test are:[ ] Basically, for a flagship
meter, it is affected by basic cell phone signals .17 Sep - 15 min Dave checks out reports that the Fluke 87V Multimeter
is susceptible to GSM mobile phone.Take a look of this: EEVblog # GSM vs The Fluke 87V Multimeter EEVblog The Electronics Engineering Video Blog.8 Jul - 17 min EEVblog # - Fluke 87V Multimeter GSM Fix! EEVblog. Like.
Share. Watch More on Curiosity.EEVblog # - GSM vs The Fluke 87V Multimeter.EEVblog # - GSM vs The Fluke 87V
Multimeter. Dave checks out reports that the Fluke Multimeter is susceptible to GSM mobile phone radiation and can
be.8 Jul - 17 min fluke 87 multimeter 87v gsm mobile cell phone interference nokia htc android pcb.8 Jul - 17 min What
have Fluke been up to since the infamous GSM mobile phone bricking incident back in.My New 2 moth old Fluke 87V
was dead after keeping it next to my Samsung Note3. It would not turn on EEVblog # - GSM vs The Fluke 87V
Multimeter.Find a GSM phone and see what it does. It wasn't my V meter, but one of the techs on a mountain top radio
site announced that his meter.Hi welcome to the EEV blog and electronics engineering video blog of video thing where
if you put your GSM mobile phone next to a fluke 87 v multimeter you .AC/DC Current Clamp Fluke 87V Multimeter C
Soft Carrying Case such as the 87V DMM and the i Current Clamp and also a pouch for test leads and.
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